
These two emotions cost investors money. Greed causes people to try to time the market by investing in speculative 
companies that they think will make them rich quickly, instead of investing steadily in excellent companies.  While it is 
acceptable to play with a very small amount of money, we do not recommend trading your retirement portfolio. This money 
should be placed in well managed stable common stocks and bonds.  Greed also comes into play if investors expect to 
always make 30% or more returns each year on their stocks.  While we have had an excellent run for the last five years, it 
is greedy to expect to make that each year forever. The stock market has returned about 11% average annual return for 
the last 70 years.  Keep in mind that that does not mean that investors’ portfolios went up exactly 11% each year.  There 
were periods of ups and downs. Some years up 40%, some up 5%, some down 10%, etc. to make an average of 11%.  
This is in contrast with bonds which pay a set interest payment each year.  We must ride out the tough times in order to 
enjoy the good times.    
  
Fear is the other end of the spectrum which causes people to be afraid to risk any money in the stock market.  This causes 
people to put all of their retirement money in bonds or money markets or even worse, bank savings accounts. The interest 
they earn will not stay ahead of inflation.  We need to balance our portfolios and take some risks to stay ahead of inflation.  
Fear also comes into play when investors sell their stocks holdings because of short term market pullbacks.  If you are in 
excellent companies, you do not need to worry about market down times.  Your portfolio values will return if you just show 
patience.  In fact, it is often prudent to add to your stock holdings in difficult times. 
 
 The best way to manage these emotions is to have an investment manager invest for you in excellent stocks and 
bonds on a regular basis.  The manager will help protect you from the emotions of greed and fear .  If you would like some 
help with this, please contact us at (864) 886-9766. 
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